Channelled 17 June 2010

Angel Wisdom – Taking Charge of Your Life
It is easy to get swept along with life; drifting from day to day
with routine and doing what we feel we must. Please remember
though that you need to take charge of your life in order to make
any changes and follow the path your soul truly desires.
Sometimes in order to do this, you need to first take some time
out to reflect and recharge; connect with nature and Mother
Earth. Being away from home and your place of work allows you
to clear your mind; tune into the wisdom of your higher self and
listen more clearly to the guidance of angels, guides and loved
ones in spirit.
By sitting or standing on the natural earth, you are connected to
the energies of Mother Earth. Just ten minutes of this important
time out will bring you healing and clarity.
If you find after periods of reflection that you are not entirely
happy with the life you are leading, it is you who must take small
steps towards what you really desire. However, you are not alone
in this. Once you send out clear messages about what you are
aiming towards the universe will begin to respond. Also
remember that the angels are more than happy to help once you
make that connection and welcome them into your life. They will
begin to show you signs to guide and comfort you and open doors
to smooth the pathway for you.
Although we are here to learn and develop our soul; we are also
here for experience, fulfilment and enjoyment. If you are not
enjoying your current pathway then it is time to make a
commitment to yourself to start heading in a new direction. Do
not limit yourself, anything is possible and achievable once you

set that positive intention and ask for help from the many beings
of light that surround you.
Once you make the time to connect with your inner wisdom and
your helpers in spirit, you will find that your intuition guides and
serves you well. You can test if a new situation or direction is
right for you. Ask yourself and see how you feel. If you feel
excited and happy about it; with a glow in the tummy then it sits
right with your soul. If you feel pulled back and your jaw tightens
for example then this is a clear indication that either this is the
wrong direction for your soul or the time is not right yet to make
this step.
Do not allow yourself to always be drawn into doing what you do
not really want to do. Of course sometimes it is necessary to
compromise but do not feel you must always follow the wishes
and requests of others. You need to take charge of your own path
and know what is right for you; where to go and who to spend
time with and so on.
As you open up more spiritually you will get a sense of the places
and people who’s energies work best with yours and where you
feel more comfortable. Sometimes though we are placed in
situations for a short time where it is our role to bring others into
the light. Perhaps just through a brief conversation or gentle
guidance; this lights the spiritual spark within them and gently
starts them on their journey.
The angels are grateful for this work you do and for every time
you smile at someone or send healing and loving thoughts. This
raises the vibrations of Mother Earth; helping the earth itself and
the souls currently incarnated here.
Love & blessings from the angels
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